
ASSIGNMENT!
The assignment is to annotate the book(s) as you read,
according to the instructions below. When you read for high
school, even for summer reading, it’s good practice to keep a
pencil or pen in one hand, and use it.  Annotate your copy of
the book (or use sticky notes or pieces of paper if you’re
borrowing a book).  See below for directions and examples.

REQUIREMENTS:  One book from
the following list and complete
the assignment outlined below. 

HONORS

SUMMER READING
JOHN CARROLL CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

ADVANCED

Fahrenheit 451
PLUS one more from the list below
and complete the assignment
outlined. 

Stargirl
by Jerri Spinelli

The Witch of Blackbird Pond
by Elizabeth George Speare

The Horse and His Boy
by C.S. Lewis

Messenger
by Lois Lowry

Son
by Lois Lowry

REQUIREMENTS: Read 

Stargirl
by Jerri Spinelli

The Witch of Blackbird Pond
by Elizabeth George Speare

The Horse and His Boy
by C.S. Lewis

Messenger
by Lois Lowry

Son
by Lois Lowry

Fahrenheit 451
by Ray Bradbury

9th Grade9th Grade

by Ray Bradbury



Put symbols in the margins:

? = question
☆ = important
! = Something surprised you.
     = Circle unfamiliar words.
♡ = You like this part.
Underline + C = introducing character or characterization
Underline + S = setting
Underline + T = theme
Underline + LD = literary device (indicate which one[s])
Underline + I = You can make an inference.  

Use the margin to write your questions, thoughts, ideas, definitions, or other annotations to help
you remember and analyze what you’ve read. A book that will receive full credit is one that has,
on average, an annotation or two per page. The sample pages below show more than what’s
required, and some of your pages should have more than what’s required too.

How to Annotate:

This assignment is DUE on the first day of classes. This means you should
walk into class having read the whole book (or books) and having finished
your annotations.

If you have questions regarding this assignment, please email Mr. Darrell
Stovall (one of the 9th grade English teachers) at dstovall@jcchs.org.  

The next two pages show what your annotated pages might look like.
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